1. Does the tool facilitate the management of the full lifecycle of Release and Deployment Management? For example, planning, building, testing, quality assurance, scheduling and deployment?

Comments: Yes. The proposed release methodology makes use of CENTRE Change Management, Configuration Management, Requirements Management, Projects (which includes software tasks and labor), Microsoft Essentials, and Source-safe software. Planning and building a release begins with a Request for Change (RFC) which when approved, creates the software requirement (which then becomes a task in the release project). The requirement is mapped to a release, created, tested, and verified. Quality metrics are captured during the build, testing and verification, and, during a set period after the deployment of the release.

The request is linked to associated configuration items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration Item Source Type</th>
<th>Configuration Item Source</th>
<th>Key Column Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change Request</td>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>872</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the RFC is a software change, it becomes a software requirement with linkage to the RFC.
The requirement is subject to testing, validation, verification and deployment instructions. Upon passing all of the above it is assigned to a release:

2. Does the tool facilitate the establishment and governance of release readiness criteria? For example, the ability to establish tasks or auditable requirements which support the decision process for determining if all release requirements have been met for deployment approval.

Comments: Yes. A release is designed from SW requirements which are supported by change management and management board review and approval. SW requirements
include tasks and auditable activities to meet deployment readiness criteria. As the SW requirement moves through its phases (planning and design, development, verification testing, and documentation), labor hours are captured to each phase by employee. All SW requirements to a release are bundled for deployment approval.

3. Does the tool incorporate or integrate with a Definitive Media Library (DML)?

Comments: Yes. The DML is maintained in CENTRE which maintains all DML CI’s. All Release versions are securely maintained and cataloged. Modification to source code is securely controlled using Microsoft Source Safe applications. Source Safe provides backup and requisite audit trails of all release source modifications.
As changes are included in a release, DML CI’s are linked to the change record.

Software/Hardware CI links to the RFC

4. Does the tool support workflow integration with a DML to support release deployment and provisioning activities?

Comments: Yes. To support DML release activities, CENTRE has a workflow module which classifies actions for workflow which is presented on the user’s home screen. Workflow activities are: issued, approved, opened, testing, and closed.

Home Screen Workflow Indicator Box

5. Does the tool facilitate the building, bundling and scheduling of different types of Release packages for deployment?

Comments: Yes. CENTRE is designed to bundle and schedule Delta, Full, and Package Releases.
6. Does the tool facilitate the flexible identification and control of all aspects of a release package such as software, hardware, documentation, training requirements, etc.?

Comment: Yes. Releases are the accumulation of change requests. Change requests’ maintain CI links to software requirements and hardware. The software requirements identify documentation and training requirements.

Software/Hardware CI links to the RFC
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7. Does the tool facilitate the authorization and scheduling of Release deployments in conjunction with a Change Management process and tool?

Comments: Yes. Release deployments are orchestrated and built from the Change Management System.

Change Request with linkage CI’s

Change Request CI Link to the Software Requirement

Software Requirement link back to the RFC
The task links back to the Project (CENTRE Version Release) for the capture of costs including labor hours.
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8. Does the tool facilitate the enforcement and coordination of Release validation and testing activities?

Comments: Yes. Release validation and testing activities are recorded within the SW Requirement record. The requirement must pass the validation testing to be released.
9. Does the tool facilitate the versioning of Release components and packages?

Comments: Yes. All releases are controlled and versioned.

10. Does the tool facilitate the management of the rollback of release packages to previous versions?

Comments: Yes. Release deployments are a specific list of the requirements that made the deployment. These requirements identify and facilitate the rollback of a release package. Requirements include RFC’s and associated CI’s.

Integration Criteria

Terminology
1. Does the tool's use of terms and definitions align with ITIL terms and definitions?

Comments: Yes. CENTRE has been certified as compliant with ITIL v2 in Incident, Problem, Change, and Configuration Management

Configuration Management
1. Does the tool integrate with the CMDB to gather or validate required information for Release builds and deployment activities?

Comments: Yes. Change requests and software requirements are linked to the associated release CMDB CI for the validation and updating of release CMDB data.
2. Does the tool facilitate the update of the CMDB with new version and CI information after the deployment of a Release?

Comments: Yes. The tool facilitates the update of CMDB by maintaining direct links to all associated change requests and SW requirements after the deployment of a release. Change Request Links to the CMDB. Additionally, ‘MS Essentials’ will produce a report of device configurations for input into the CMDB.

3. Does the tool integrate with CMDB to support the association of Release records to CI records?

Comments: Yes. As listed in previous statement, the release record links back the RFC which links to the effected CI.
Change Management

1. Does the tool ensure that Release deployments are subject to scheduling and approvals requirements managed by the Change Management process?

Comments: Yes. The change management process maintains links to the SW Requirements which are included in the scheduling and approvals required for the management of deployments.

Software Release Schedule
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Software Requirement Link to the Change Request

Change Request with Approval, Begin Work, Due, Validation Completion, and Desired Completion Dates
Optional Criteria

1. Does the tool facilitate the automated updating of the CMDB based prior to or following an approved release?

Comments:

2. Does the tool facilitate the management and tracking of software licenses?

Comments:

3. Does the tool have the capability to handle varying Release models such as large-scale or phased deployments?

Comments:
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